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Dr Nihar Ranjan Ray(6th Feb 1980)
 
THE NUDE TRUTH ABOUT ME
You will find it interesting to reveal me....gradually.
I am an interesting animal....a bit civilized..a bit wild....
very much optimistic..but still lazy..most of the time
I feel sleepy and dreamy I do dream big and make them
true in my dream itself.....I believe in my virtual world...
I like to think about everything under the sun except
about ME....... I have made pals among the mountains
and loved the dancing waves....I talk to the little rain
drops about my affairs.....I invite the stars to my
community.....often challenge the sun and criticize
the moon...moan with the stinging winds of the
winter and.....mesmerized with the.....romantic proposals
of spring that thrills me. I am a sailor who don’t know
the destination nor the direction I just like to navigate
the whole sea of quest and queries.I have embarked
to see new sites and strangers throughout my voyage...
Sometime I feel I am the happiest man on the earth....
And sometime I feel so lonely like a lone star in the
whole galaxy......I do dissect your thinking, feeling
and dreams from distance. I love all animals with
a genial smile, original heart and powerful natural intelligence....
If you want to keep relations with me then be prepared
for the unexpected outcomes and behavior often from me......
But finally what I would like to say that I LOVE YOU my dear human being
with your natural instincts even more than me some time.....
If you will listen me than I will talk a lot that is the advantage
or limitation of mine............right now its up to  you.........
You can find me interesting or boring. Tell your story if you want to.....
& your time starts now....
 
Have a nice time….                   Dr Nihar ranjan Ray
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Blessing In Disgise
 
When the Sun  shines late…
It decides some fates..
It opens some gates..
It explores some threats..
 
Who knows what’s next..
Who can measure…
Tthe depth the future..
Still man laughs..
Loves and cry…
To live the life..
Once again try…
Keeping all the uncertainty
Behind..
With the new sun …
It metamorphoses to another Human kind.
 
That’s the secret of “ Happiness”
That’s the times prize..
Being forgetful is Gods “Blessing in Disguise”
 
Dr Nihar Ranjan Ray
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Life Like This
 
You never know where you go..?
You never know you..!
You never know
Only few
 
The spectrum the life
From dark to light
From hazyness to bright
 
you never know the truth
The sins and the......
 
Dr Nihar Ranjan Ray
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Light In The Dark
 
After a long time I wake up..
Don’t know how long I was in deep sleep
My soul transcended beyond the life..
My soul travelled into..
The circumference of your heart
Calling by your name..
I went in different scale & pitch
Calling by your name....
I run over the bumps and ditch.
I saw you singing and dancing…
On the lovely velvety grass…
As the petals of the roses Kissing
And saying something in a voice low..
I thought its best time to say you now..
To express my feelings for you…
And collect that rose petals few
That kissed your lips red..
But at once the dreams dead..
Discovered me I in deep darkness alone..
In that abandoned land ….
With the thorns and the stone..
In the grey land of hopeless night…
Dream I must…
For you one day I may die fight..
Like a knight…
 
Dr Nihar Ranjan Ray
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'Never Let Me Go..'
 
I was on this earth alone
With my sorrows & ecstasy I lived….
As a man self grown …
With all adversity I survived..
I was sent to the corner of the earth..
Away from the civilization so far
In my world of deficit & dearth
I fought my battle and war.
With you only I could share few words…
Emotions, philosophies and dreams of mine
With your magic touch I feel I could again shine.
I could laugh again after a time long…
With this aching Heart I could again sung.
Being mesmerized by your alluring smile..
Again life’s stuffs I could pile..
You take a stranger by the hand
A man who doesn't understand his wildest dreams
You walk across the dirty sand
And offer him an ocean of what he's never seen….
Now I am been addicted to the lovely words…
Romantic breezes and lovely roads.
And I afraid if one day
You will leave me alone
If I would again has to
stay with my seclusion.
An egoist wild I may
Or I might not see with my xerotic eyes..
But I have some thing to say..
If you didn't know
Is never let me go
Never let me go
Never let me go
Never let me go
Dr Nihar Ranjan Ray
 
Dr Nihar Ranjan Ray
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Oh God
 
Oh God you are so clever
You could have given the human life
More colours of joy..
But you did never,
 
You made the man so delicate
Face beutiful fate truncate
A lot of diseases..anxiety, and pain
 
Dr Nihar Ranjan Ray
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Some Words For You
 
When I first saw you........
My eyes stopped blinking
Than after that I started me linking (With you...)  
 
Your single glance.....
Makes my heart stop...
My purkinje  fibres shivers....
And valve started hop..
 
You make my life worthwhile,
And very much I love you.
So often I think that you are a girl on earth few?
 
Thank you for sharing with me your life
On that moment I thought if you will be my wife...
I will try my best to keep you happy..
With all my tears & smile...
It will be enough if u love me even for a while.! !
 
My Every step of the journey
Will be richer for having you by my side
If you put your hand on mine...
I have the courage to fight...Any storm & tide..
 
I swear You will always be true love of mine
With you... my life would shine...
Like the polar star..
The distance doesn't matter..near or far.
 
I will be yours always and forever
 
Dr Nihar Ranjan Ray
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The Challenges: Life
 
Who had lied you that....
Life is just like sweet dreams....
There are hurdles & thorns....
With beautiful valleys  & streams.....
 
Just don’t try to flee.............
Avoid if you can....
But one day entangled you will be....
In the mesh, in the dirt,
 
 
Life is not just like the flower...
In the park...
It has the pleasant lights and dangerous darks....
It has the unseen pits....
Callus hearts...Oscar winning cheats........
Deaf ears...Dry nose....
Paralyzed limbs...Eyes closed.
 
So look how the light post stands tall..
In the dark and the night...
Learn how to fly high..in the sky....
Against the challenges..like the kite.
 
If you want to be the star....
than try to burn to be the star....
b coz nobody born to the star.
 
And one day they will see you
High in the sky.....
To belittle you those try....
On that day you will be shown..
As a star home grown....
 
So stand tall.....and erect
Face the hurdles that comes in the way...
And mind it an ardous task to follow....
But very easy to say.
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Dr Nihar Ranjan Ray
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The Moribund Rebel
 
I know
I don't know..
Who am I..
I know I am a weak morbid man
So I can't fly
Like the parrot or the hawk
I can't flow like the stream..
I know I don't have that liquidity
I can't express what I feel
I don’t have that nudity
Of my heart that is dry and arid
I know I am a man morbid
You can see the moribund rebel
Fighting for his last breath inside me
With dying emotions and drying passions
As an effect of the poisons tree.
Now a days I wait the rescue team
To come and help...
Now a days I am dying in myself.
Dr Nihar Ranjan Ray
 
Dr Nihar Ranjan Ray
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The Objective Of My Life
 
(By: Nihar ranjan Ray)  
Dt 09.12.2008
 
The objective of my life…
'That I don't have any objective'
Why for than am I……..
B coz I believe …
I am not for me only…
I am not alone …..
However I may feel lonely.
I am the conglomeration of..
Basic elements of five,
I am not the body…that wears the garments
And thrive..
The body blended with …
My mind and soul..
To make me a creature as whole.
So I am not the Nihar….
You see only..
How ever I may feel lonely.
The whole Earth is my Planet,
And all the dwellers on it..
Are my own,
And if you want to amalgamate
Than the roads are clearly shown.
If you want a better earth..
And you believe….(me)
I can show you better path
To leave…. & live
I don't work to earn …
I don't earn to….
Eat, sleep, drink & thrive..
That is not the cause for what…
I visited the Planet earth,
To thrive…That is none of my Goal…
None of my Objective.
 
Dr Nihar Ranjan Ray
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The Poetry Is Boring! ! ! !
 
Poetry Not only you Leena…
I, too............... dislike it…
From creating…… to nurturing it….
Reading it…..
before one healthy deaf…
However, with a perfect contempt for it,
One discovers in it,
after all, Sometimes I feel…..
That these useless lines can heal…..
How badly wounded is my heart……
Waters with care ……
My thirsty & dirty desert…..
And sometimes I feel (hallucination)
As if I am in the cloud nine….
a place for the genuine….
Where the mind and soul…could entwine…..
By Nihar Ranjan………..
Dt.7th Dec 2008, IIPH
 
Dr Nihar Ranjan Ray
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The Wedding Day Of Yours
 
On your joyful wedding day,
You begin a brand new life.
Friends and family give their wishes
To joyful Chinu & his blissful wife.
But the greatest gift you'll ever get,
A gift from heavenly soul,
Is love forever, ending never,
The asset that no body can stole.
You'll share life's joy and pleasure;
You'll have plenty of that, it's true.
But love is the real treasure
For your new spouse and you.
And if life hands you challenges,
As it does to one and all,
Your love will hold you steady
And never let you fall.
I am that unfortunate man
Who could not stand by you
On that auspicious day.
The only thing what I can do
For you duo I can pray.
 
(This poetry is written for Chinu & his love)
Nihar Ranjan Ray
Dt 20.04.2009
 
Dr Nihar Ranjan Ray
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Wake Up Morbid Man
 
By Nihar Ranjan Ray/ Dt: 3rd March 2009
 
Oh God help me
I have no one to help me
I'm in this world alone
And very much bored with this world too
Kindly tell me what I will do…
And where I will go
So that I could find the serenity
God said
Wake up, wake up morbid man
Stop running behind the Mirage..
Gather the courage ….
To walk you have to alone..
Ask your soul if you
The roads are clearly shown…
Don’t blame me or the condition or the others
Don’t fight but love your brothers
And do a favour…
Divide me in the religion never
Remember if you can
There are lives on earth other than human
Open your dry eyes you see
I am in every creature and tree
So
Wake up, wake up morbid man
If you want bring the earth heaven
Wake up, wake up morbid man
If you want bring the earth heaven
 
Dr Nihar Ranjan Ray
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You'Re My Angel
 
You're an Angel that nobody can see,
Still an Angel is what you are to me
An angel from heaven is what you are
In my sky you're definitely a heavenly star
 
You're an angel with beauty & grace
You're so kind & sweet,
you have an angel’s face
You have a pair of  angel’s wings
Happiness and joy are just some things
That an angel can give
 
In my heart & mind is where you're living
You have hair as soft as the white clouds
A guardian angel is what I have gotten.
Your eyes are like sapphires that shine bright.
When everything is dark, you give me light.
 
You're an angel that gives me a reason to live,
You're an angel that teaches me to give.
You're an angel that teaches me the right things to say.
You're my angel & Ill always care.
You're my angel & you know Ill always be there.
 
Dr Nihar Ranjan Ray
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